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-> T-test, which is one of the parametric tests, is very similar in its steps to Chi-square, but 

there are some differences:  

T-test Chi- square 

The dependent variables are continuous  The variables are nominal  

of the  meanse are calculating the So, w
dependent variables 

proportionse are comparing So, w 
of women who use  proportion: the Example

sunblock and have cancer versus the 
of women who don’t use  proportion

sunblock and have cancer 

It gives prediction on the population level  Calculations are done on the sample level 

Has two types: independent sample T-test 
and dependent sample T-test 
*independent sample (between groups) 
T-test: 
when there are two separate groups 
(example athletes and non-athletes). 
*dependent sample (within group/ 

:test-T/ repeated measure) paired 
 the same group have been tested twice 
(example before and after certain 
intervention) and each individual has a 

 of data. pair 

Is one type only  

Before using T-test, make sure that the assumptions have come true, which include that 

randomly drawn from normally  arethe groups , the dependent variable is continuous

the population level  onthe variances between the two groups  and populations distributed

, the question will state that the . <do not worry a lot about this step in the examsimilar are

assumptions have come true 😊>   

stating the hypothesistest by -rt T> We sta- 

Ha (alternative hypothesis): is the researcher hypothesis and it states that μ1 ≠ μ2, 

is  meanwe are calculating its that dependent variable  thebecause we are assuming that 

among the two groups we are studying.  different 

Ho (null hypothesis): is the opposite of Ha and it states that μ1 = μ2, because it assumes 

of the two groups. <that’s what we are  meansbetween the  no differencethat there is 

trying to reject>  

Example: we are wondering if the mean heart rate among athletes (a) is different than the mean 

heart rate among non-athletes (n) in Jordanian men population.  => Ha: μa ≠ μn          Ho: μa = μn 
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.0.05Next, we must choose alpha, it is usually at  >- 

                                                                                            .) using equationscalc(T  T> Calculate - 

                                               .) using T tablecv(T  T> Compare it with the critical value of - 

the null hypothesis. REJECT  --- cv> T calc T > If - 

the null hypothesis = we can’t find a difference between the means KEEP  ---- cv< T calc T If 

of the two groups. 

Remember that the equations used to calculate T and degrees of freedom differ between 

test.-independent sample Tthe dependent and  

*test -The independent sample t* 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

is the variance. N is the number of individuals in the group. 2*SD 

 After calculating t, refer to t table on the right. 

 usuallywhich is  The columns are alpha value

.the rows are the degrees of freedom (df)0.05.  

df= N1 + N2 – 2 

                   5, 0= 6.5, alpha= 0.calcif t example: 

= 1.7                         cvthen t  9df= 2 >-=15 n, N16= aN

he null hypothesistREJECT  cv> t  calct  

our interpretation is that: We are 95% confident that the mean heart rate among athlete 

population is different than the mean heart rate among non-athlete population in Jordan 

. = 6.5) calc(alpha= 0.05, t  

 = calc t 
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 *test -The dependent sample t* 

Example: we have 12 students and we are wondering if their exam scores differ before (b) 

and after (a) the lecture.  

Ha: μb ≠ μa            Ho: μb = μa                   (alpha=0.05) 

Calculate t: 

 

 

After calculating t, refer to the previous t table, you need to calculate df: df= N (pairs) – 1 

KEEP the null cv < t calc = 1.1 => t calc = 1.8 let’s assume the t  cv1 = 11, t  –In our example: df= 12 

hypothesis, the lecture wasn’t successful in significantly improving students’ scores in the exam. 

 our interpretation is that: We are 95% confident that the mean exam score among the Jordanian 

student population before is the same as the mean exam score among the Jordanian student 

)1.1=  calc(alpha= 0.05, t population after the lecture.  

the null hypothesis. REJECT > -= 0.697 cv> if alpha is 0.25 then t -  

* SPSS * 

 

 12. In this example there are D is the difference

students each with before and after score. We 

establish a table with three columns, the first for 

before, the second for after and the last for the 

difference (D / delta) between the two scores.           

Sum all the Ds, divide it by 12, this is  

mn. : standard deviation of the difference coluDSD 

)12: number of individuals. (in our example pairsN  

After entering the data, choose analyze-> compare means -> 

independent-samples t-test.       

 

enter the dependent 

(outcome) variable  

Enter the independent 

variable (it must be nominal) 
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For dependent (paired) sample t – test, apply the same steps but choose paired-samples t 

 -samples t test then enter the two sets of observations (pre-dependentininstead of  test

post). After completing all the steps, three tables will appear ->  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After choosing define groups, this window will appear. 

Define each group by choosing a number for it, for 

example, 1 for athletes, 2 for non-athletes, and so on. 

    

 

Make sure that alpha is 0.05. you 

can choose any alpha you want    

the table below is more important than the *

                                              . table above always

-> in this example, there is two groups (active, 

passive), in the first table we have N, mean, 

df= SD and Std. error mean for each group. (

)                                                       2 = 18 –10 +10 

-> in the second table, what we really care 

          ,the three values in the red boxabout is 

.                                                   3) sig             2) df             calc1) t 

= 0.511, df= 18, sig (p value) =0.615  calc here t

sig >>> alpha -> accept Ho “there is no 

difference between the two groups”.  

 

Assuming an equal variance 

Assuming an unequal variance (not required) 

All the descriptive information is 

   here for each group 

 This is the D table. (not required) 

  = 4.881, df= 9, sig= 0.001. calct 

“the Ho REJECT >>>> sig alpha 

population mean before is 

different than the mean after 

  on the population level”

*sometimes sig= 0.000 that 

means reject Ho  
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Important notes: 
 1- independent random samples: 

  **the samples are randomly and independently selected from 

normally distributed populations. 

** the variances of the population of 𝜎21and 𝜎22 are equal or nearly 

equal to ensure that the procedures are valid. 

2- dependent random samples: 
** Ha:µd ≠ 0 

** df = n -1 

  n= number of paired differences. 

 

 

 و ما معنى الوقوع ان كنت تجيد النهوض !!!

Eğer kalmayı biliyorsa düşmek ne ki !! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


